IV. Scene 3
- Lady Capulet goes to Juliet to ask her about her thoughts on meeting Paris
- Juliet agrees to see him but nothing more
- Paris leaves them now the party has started and they all leave to attend the party.

V. Scene 4
- Romeo, Benvolio, and Mercutio are talking about dreams and Romeo’s dreams.
- Mercutio tells Romeo dreams do not mean anything.
- Capulet introduced himself and then starts the party.
- Romeo sees Juliet for the first time talks in love.
- Tybalt catches Romeo in presence but does not interfering undevisedly. Romeo despite his urges approaches Juliet and describes his dreams for her.
- Romeo and Juliet kiss.
- Romeo discovers she is a Capulet and Benvolio informs they leave.
- Juliet discovers Romeo is a Montague and is in shock.